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On the plane today flying from Vancouver to LA I finally finished
reading the book “The Disappearing Spoon.” I know that when I
tell you this your estimation of me as being chronically weird will go
up several notches, but believe me, this books is full of great stories and really, really
interesting. It’s a book about the history of the Periodic Table of the Elements that we all
suffered through in Chemistry class – remember?

Actually, it’s a book about the remarkable (and often very strange) people who contributed to
its creation. Here are a few things I learned while reading it:
Remember when we all learned that the speed of light is a constant? Well, not necessarily.
Sodium metal has the unique ability to slow light down from 186,000 miles per second to 38
miles per second.

But it actually gets even stranger. The element Praseodymium can actually capture light, hold it
for a few seconds, and then send it ricocheting off in a completely different direction.
If you bite wintergreen Lifesavers in the dark, they create flashes of light.
There is a place in the central African country of Gabon called Oklo. In pre-Cambrian times it
hosted the only known naturally-occurring fission reactor on Earth. Here’s the story: there are
shallow ponds there that have formed over naturally occurring deposits of Uranium. Bluegreen algae grows in the water. The uranium contains a lot of U-235, which is highly volatile. So
here’s what happens. The algae releases a lot of oxygen into the water; the water becomes acidic
and leaches the U-235 out of the uranium ore. The algae filters the water and concentrates the
U-235. The water slows down the neutrons enough to allow them to be captured by
neighboring nuclei, creating critical mass. The fission of the U-235 creates heat which
evaporates the water, and the reaction stops. The pool cools off, water trickles back in, and the
process starts again, going critical every 150 minutes.
What a world.
Thanks for reading.

